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Economic benefits

Optimizing trimming and grading with the measurement of geometrical 
parameters and quality of green and dry lumber up to 150 boards/min. Сканер 
поставляется в двух версиях: с переворотом доски и без переворота 
доски.

Defined defects: 
Geometrical: 
wane, chipping, tearing, crookedness, warpage, twist. 
Visible: 

Knots: it's necessary to determine the following characteristics  
Type (live knots, black knots, unsound knots)
Position (face, edge, and arris)
Size (ellipse – along the small diameter, along the arris - if it crosses 

the arris)  
Quantity (for 1 m of the board, for all board)  

Shakes (type: face shake, edge shake, cup shake, through / not through 
shake, passage in sawn end).

Defects of structure (inbarks, resin pockets)
Fungal desease (rot, bluing).
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 1. Significantly increase the capacity of the line (up to 150 
pcs. / min compared to 60 pcs/min when sorting by three 
operators).
2. Reduce the number of service operators of dry sorting line 
to 1 person per shift. Typical scheme used on the lines of the 
Soviet period requires simultaneous work of 3 operators, which 
change every 4 hours (otherwise the quality of sorting goes 
back)
3. Provide growth of the cost of finished products to 3-4%:
 Due to the optimal solutions of trimmer control. Computer 
searches through a variety of modes of trimming, deciding what 
part of the board has to be trimmed and that would be more 
advantageous: a long board of low grade or a short board of 
higher grade).
 Due to the higher quality of sorting. Regrading when sorting 
by operator at the speed 60 boards per minute is on average 
15%, and when sorting by automatic scanner - 5%
4. Reduce human error and to ensure stable product quality.
5. Move to different standards and quickly adapt products to 
customer specifications.

User-friendly interface

 clearly visible sorting process on a computer screen and 
duplicating 42 `` Full HD TV

 Settings thought out and intuitive.
 Able to analyze the results of the system (archive boards and 

pictures, statistics)
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